


DEFINITION

A linguistic device that provides an 

explanation or demonstration about the use 

of a term.



Elements

Definiendum & Definiens + Denotata
(term to be defined) & (the defining property) + concrete samples

genus (wider concept) + difference (characteristic different from the rest)

A woman (definiendum) is a (genus) 

(difference) 

(denotata).



Types of Definitions (11)
 1. Etymological

 2. Synonymous

 3. Metaphysical

 4. Denotative

 5. Descriptive

 6. Causal

 7. Lexical

 8. Stipulative

 9. Unclear

 10. Circular Unruly or Bad definitions

 11. Negative



Types of Definitions (11)

 1. Etymological – explains the derivation/root words

Philosophy means “love of wisdom” 

Greek Φιλο philo (love), Φιλιεν philein (to love), Φιλια filia

(friendship)+ Σοφια Sophia (wisdom)

ΦΙΛΟΣΟΦΙΑ PHILOSOPHIA (love of wisdom) 

 2. Synonymous – explains the same meaning of the 

word

 Idea means concept

Alien means foreigner

Steed means horse



Types of Definitions (11)

 3. Metaphysical – explanation of metaphysical 

principles having genus and difference.

Man is a rational animal.

A plant is an insentient organism.

Being is good. 

 4. Denotative/Demonstrative – explaining a term using 

its referent; usage of demonstration.

Amphibians are frogs and turtles.

This is a chalk. This is a carabao.

Coconut and Mango are trees. 



Types of Definitions (11)

 5. Descriptive – gives a meaning which enumerates 

characteristics whether essential or accidental. 

Man is an animal capable of articulate speech.

 6. Causal – giving the efficient or final cause. 

A boat is a shit built by boatmakers (efficient cause)

A boat is a ship for sailing (final cause)

 7. Lexical – a definition lifted from the dictionary.

A mirage is an optical illusion



Types of Definitions (11)

 8. Stipulative – introduces a 

scientific/philosophical/technical term.

 Love is the upsurge of endorphins and serotonins inside.

Gravity is the force attracting a body towards the center of 

the earth.

A market is a place of transactions operated by supply and 

demand.



Unruly or Bad Definitions 

 9. Unclear – definitions which do not explain anything; 

literary.

 Love is a many splendored thing.

Youth is the springtime of life.

 10. Circular – definitions which explain in circles.

Metal is a metallic substance. 

A philosopher is one who philosophizes

 11. Negative – a definition which only negates.

Metal is not a plant.

A philosopher is not a policeman.



Determine what type of definition 

are the following:
1. A student is not a teacher.

2. A cub is an offspring bore by bears, foxes, and lions.

3. A cub is a young animal that eats meat.

4. A tiger is to be a tiger.

5. Instrumental cause is the efficient maker of a thing.

6. This is a logic class.

7. Gynecology is the study of women organs.

8. Freedom is to choose your fate.

9. Ample means abundant.

10. A game is a composition of pak and ganern.

11. A tiger is an animal whose colors are in striples. 


